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Homecoming Festivities

by Jennifer Burgess
STAFF REPORTER

The Presidential Advisory
Committee interviewed last
week 12 semi-finalist candidates
who have applied for the posivious experience of the candi- Wolf said.
tion of UCF president.
He also feels that three or
The committee members, dates, especially with branch
four candidates have stood out
who are appointed by Board of campuses and budget cuts.
Ross Wolf, former student as being really strong.
Regents' Chancellor Charles
The committee members are
Reed, spentWednesdaythrough member ofthe BOR and a memFriday conducting 90-minute ber ofthe Presidential Advisory looking for various qualities in
interviews with each of the can- Committee, said, "All have the candidates. Dr. Gary
didates. The interviews con- shown a real strong sense of Whitehouse, chairman of the
sisted of opening statements leadership and determination." committee, said he is looking
Wolf realizes the challenges for an individual who can offer
from the candidates, questions
from the committee and optional and obstacles the new president leadership to the community.
will have to face.
closing statements.
He said he has seen a number of
"The ones that have inter- potential presidents and is very
The questions asked by the
37-member committee con- ested me most are the ones that enthusiasticaboutthecandidat.es.
cerned issues a new president are not afraid to speak out and
SEARCH continued page 5
would have to face and the pre- are not afraid to show beliefs,"

New SG pro temp vows. to seIVe
students, build relationships
-

.

by Rebecca Falcon

Sunday, Langley said his idea of
a good pro temp is the ability to
be, a leader, a liaison and an
''We're going to serve the stuexample.
dents like we're supposed to," said
"I'm trying to get the SG
Don Langley, newly elected Stuname in positive light," Landent Government Senate pro
gley said.
temp.
Langley formerly acted as
Langley received 20 of the 32
chair for the Organizations, Apvotes that were cast for pro temp
propriations and Funding Comelections at Sunday's senate meeting.
mittees.
"I was very excited," Langley
He also served on the Elecsaid.
tions and Appointments commitPro temp, Langley explained, is
tee, the Legislative and Judicial
a liaison between SG's Senate exReview Comm1ttee and the Jobs
pon Langley
ecutive and judicial branch and the
for Students Committee.
administrative staff.
.
He attended a Senate Leadership Workshop
"It requires a lot of involvement with SG and actively Participated in the "Death of Higher
itself," Langley explained.
Education" rally in Tallahassee.
Langley will be required to attend all Senate
"I feel I'm qualified," Langley said.
meetings and preside over them when SG Vice
Now that he is elected, Langley wants to build
President Mark Dogoli is absent.
During his three minute speech to the Senate
LANGLEY continued page 4
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Building to get $1.5 million face lift
by Cindy Barth
.CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

GOOD JOB!
UCF student Jen Agnew hugs Shahid Hanif, who ran a
race in the Special Olympics. (Michael DeHoog/FUTURE)

The UCF Administration
Building will have a new look
beginningJan.1.
John Bolte, vice-president of
administration and finance, said
the more than $1.5 million for the
renovation was approved by the
state legislature over a year .ago.
'The money comes from the Public Education Capital Outlay
funds," Bolte said. 'This money
goestowardrenovationsandbuilding."

CLASSIFIEDS page 8

Peter Newman, director of
facilities planning, said,"We are
planning open office landscaping~ which will give these areas
more usable space."
The areas undergoing renovation include the third floor
cent.er core, Finance/Accounting
.and University Relations, the
second floor personnel offices
and the Registrar's Office.
Dr. Dan Coleman, director of
institutional research in administration and finance, said the
staff and offices will have to be
relocated during the work. ''We

were looking at the Multi-Purpose Room in the Educational
Building, but the physical education department doesn't want
to lose the space. At this point, we
are looking at other sit.es, but a
decision will be made October 30
as to where the staff and offices
will be moved," Coleman said.
Loren Knutson, director of
recreational services, said the
physical education staff protested the possible relocation to
the Multi-Purpose Room because the space was needed for
classes and instruction.
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.P residential Search

1

Presidential hopefuls converge on campus
AU1letics, branch campuses, budget cuts top list of topics in 90-minute interviews

•

1

The long-haul has started.
In UCF's 28-year history
there have been two presidents,
Dr. Charles Millican and Dr.
Trevor Colbourn, who have
stepped down to become president emeritus.
This past summer UCFs third
presid~nt, Dr. Steven Altman, resigned and Dr. Robert Bryan is
temporarily at the r~ins.
The .quest for a fifth president is in the hands of a 36member committee and should
be decided by December.
The Presidential Search
Committeeinterviewed12semifinalistsforthe UCFpresidency
last week. The interviews lasted
for about 90 minutes and the
candidates gave a speech and
fielded questions.
Dr. Blaine Brownell, provost
ofthe UniversityofNorthTexas,
was scheduled to interview, but
withdrew from the process.
Thecommitteewillselectabout
five finalists on Oct. 31. The new
president should be picked at the
beginning of December.
MEET THE CANDIDATES

•

•

•

• In his lengthy opening
statement, Ruben Arminana
confronted the issue that many
of the applicants and the committee had tried to avoid.
Arminana, vice president for
finance and development at
California State Polytechnic
University-Pomona, openly addressed the "institutional
trauma"hefelt UCFhasbeenin
since ex-President Steven
Altman stepped down following
accusations about his use of escorts on business trips.
He said he would rely on his
past experience in handling a
1985 basketball scandal at
Tulane University and said he
would work on UCFs battered
image to help restore order and
to grow from the experience.
Tapping into increased financial backing from Central Floridians would be one of the targets Arminana said he would
like to pursue.
"Education is an investment,''
Arminana said. He said that
private fundraising could alleviate severe budget cuts. He said
he managed !VOrse cuts in
California by catering internal
budgeting according to departmental interests.
He said that he would not
change his opinion that teaching is the foundation of the university. He said, "I will make it
a personal priority to teach [a
course, if possible]."
Arminana also said he would
concentrate on increasing student and faculty housing to decrease apathy.
''You are not getting a grand
leader who will do it all himself," Arminana said.

arts and sciences.
Cahn also said a good education can be obtained while en·gaging in athletics. He sees the
athletic program as an important part of the university.
He previously worked in undergraduate universities and
most of his written work tends
to focus on the undergraduate
experience.
Cahn said his administrative style focuses on listening to
others. "I like to listen,'' he said.
•PeggyElliottis thechancellor of Indiana University
Northwest. She has previous
experience with branch campuses in Indiana. She describes
Indiana University Northwest
as "one university with eight
front doors."
She said she believes in diversity on campus and said that
extra-curricular activities are
theplacetofindit. She also said
· that it is important for night students to "connect with campus."
She said the university should
not be set apart from the environment and community. She said
athletics are important in buildingrecognition and are the ''key to
building the university."
Elliott descnbes her leadership style as one in which she is
a "team player."

lar to UCF. He also said he feels
it is important for the students
of those campuses to "identify
with campus."
Hooker said an athletic department is important to the
university. "I recognize fully the
value of athletics in bringing
attention to the university,"
Hooker said.
Hooker also realizes the value
of academics when cutting the
budget. "I cut services in nonacademic areas first," he said.
Hedescribeshimselfasa"student-oriented president."
• H. Ray Hoops said diversity on the campus adds to the
education of everyone.
"I believe in distinct affirmative action," Hoops said. The
vice chancellor for academic affairs at the University ofMississippi said he believes in the value
of a strong general education.
Written evaluations for university administrators are important, he said, because they give
them an idea of how they are
doing.
Hoops feels most passionately
about ''being able to view myself
in a positive light."
• Clara M. Lovett, provost
at George Mason University,
said her primary concern about
the budget cuts is "protecting
the classroom." She said that
the classroom and faculty should
be a priority and a president
"who does not have the courage
to act on those priorities should
not he ·president."
Lovett said sitting down with
administrators and faculty to
set long and short-term goals is
an important process that
should not be overlooked.
Lovett said that in her leadership style, ''hierarchical structures ... are gone."

•Edward J. Hayes is the
vice chancellor for academic affairs at North Carolina A&T
State University. He said the
university should help students
acquire and develop leadership
skills. He advised that ways in
which the university can do this
is to allow students to sit on the
Board of Trustees, co-op with
;Fortune 500 companies and offer various internship opportunities. He stresses the importance of training students to be
competitive and their effective•Thomas C.Meredith said
ness in "jumping into leaderhis university is also having
ship roles."
Hayes said he values the budget problems and that he
school of education. His com- has experience in dealing with
mitment has been to the educa- . branch campuses.
He serves as the president of
tion .process.
Western Kentucky University.
• John C. Hitt is the in- Meredith said that his ad:mlnisterim president at the Univer- trative style emphasizes total
sity of Maine. He said he has edu~ation.
"It's critical that we provide
experience in central administration, branch campuses and other services... resident halls ...
and student health services with
community relations.
Hitt said it is important that the education program.," he said.
. M~redith is an advocate of
a president have a "sense of
affirmative action and thinks a
priority."
Hitt also recognizes the im- president must introduce new
portance of athletics to a uni- things.
''This is what moves univerversity and to students. He said
it is important in the proce_ss of sities forward," he said.
He said a president has to be
"learning how to be a member of
a team... and focuses attention an optimist.
on the university."
Hitt said issues of personal
• Concerned with low staff
behavior are major concerns of salaries, Arlene Okerlund
students. He said the way mi- wants to equalize the pay rate.
norities are treated on campus She admits, however; that she
is a major problem, andhe would does not know how she would do
•Steven M. Cahn's emphasis like to see the campus as a place this. A.s academic vice president
has always been on academic where students can "feel good at San Jose State University,
she said athletics are important
affairs. The provost ofthe Gradu- about different backgrounds."
to campus in ''building commuate School City University of
New York also said planning is
•Michael K. Hooker, who nity support."
Okerlund describes her adminimportant. He said he feels that is president of the University of
the university's plan to develop Maryland-Baltimore County, istration style as one in which she
the arts is important. He said said he has previously dealt with has ''hands-on experience."
She said a president ''has to
UCF needs to build strength in multi-campus universities simi-

know a campus thoroughly."
She also said a president should
spend a great deal of time in the
individual departments getting
to know the faculty.
Okerlund'sapproachtoplanning is task-oriented, she said.
· • John W. Shumaker is
the president of Central C~m
necticut State University. He
said he has previous experience
with budget cuts. Shumaker has
been forced to cut 20 percent
from his budget in the past two
years. He said that the budget
problems are often complex and
this generally causes misunderstandings. He said the solution
to this pr-0blem involves keeping everyone informed of budget cuts through informative
meetings.
Shumaker has also had experience in dealin,gwith branch
campuses.
Herecognizestheimportance
of athletics and co-curricular
activities. He said they give students an "enrichingexoerience."
Shumaker said international
education is important and encourages students to study
abroad to "add to skills
and ... think internationally."
llfhomasP. Wallace, president of Illinois State University, said Friday he applied for
the position of president at the
University of Central Florida
because he sees it as an exciting
professional opportunity.
"I'm enjoying what I'm doing
atlllinois,"Wallacetoldthe UCF
Presidential Selection Commit-tee Friday. However, he said,
he is attracted to many qualities ofUCF:
• Its mission as an urban
university.
• Its stage of development.
• Itspotential, whichhesaysis
obvious to him and many others.
''There are not many places
today in the country that you
can. get in at this stage at a
university, even with its financial troubles," Wallace said. Wallace said he believes UCF
is in a better financial position
than Illinois State University.
· ''Illinois is not willing to invest
in public higher education,'' he
said. 'There is more happiness
and satisfaction in a system which
is investing in higher education."
D~ring the last three years
- the period Wallace has been
president - Illinois State has
led the state in recruitment of
minority students, has had the
highest rate statewide of Hispanic students and has had the
second highest rate statewide
of black students. After Wallace
took the position of president,
he created a minority recruiting team and he also arranged
for competitive salaries for faculty minority.
ISU has a reputation as a
high-quality undergraduate
institution,Wallace said. One
way it has gained this reputatiop, he said, is through targeted recruiting
"Don't go Qut and ask for
donations for the university,"
he said, "ask for investments
in it."

FormerUCF
Presidents

1965-1978

1978-1989

1989-1991

Interim President, 1991
Interviews reported by:

Jennifer Burgess
Jamie Carte
Joelle Subourne
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Second annual International Qay declared holiday
SG Senate also promotes Spirit Day
to spark Homecoming attendance
by Mickie Matrisciani

Spirit Day is an idea of the Student Press-Review, and its goal
is to encourage school spirit and
The Student Government better attendance. Th~ Senate
Senate passed Sen. Humberto urged everyone to wear black or
Coho's resolution to declare Oct. gold to the game. All fans who
24 as International Day.
participate will receive coupons
"International Day can make for Burger King and Pizza Hut.
it known that the students care Upon enteringthe stadium, stuabout different culdents with validated
tures," Cobo said.
identification will rePeople
of
ceive raffle tickets
multicultural backwhich will make them
grounds can exchange
eligible to win a grand
customs, appreciate
prize of$100.
and enjoy our fellow
One Senate memstuden ts' nationalities
ber said: ''The whole
and learn about different cul- stadium will be wearing black
tures, he said.
. and go1d which will motivate
"UCFwill benefit because the the football team.
community' will learn that the
Fraternities and sororities
university is interested and cu- will not wear their letters.
rious aboutitsculturally diverse
This will show that they bestudents," Cobo said.
long to UCF and not to a single
This has been the secondyear Greek organization."
UCF has hosted International
All clubs, organizations, fraDay. ·
ternities and sororities and
The Senate is also promoting alumni will receive notices about
spirit at the Homecoming game. Spirit Day.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Embelle Litumbe, of the cameroon exhibit, buys some bulab (a spicey rice dish) from Guru
Prasad and Asha Nastaeaj of the India exhibit at the International Fair. (Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE)

LANGLEY
FROM PAGE 1

goodrelationshipbetweenSGand
the Administrative Staff will enable them to work togetherfor the
good of the students. Langley
stressed the importance of beirig a leader.
He said that leadership
should reach beyond the realm
ofb.is position and thrive among
the Senate and that senators

should find and meet the needs
of their constituents.
"[Senators] should not be voting their opinions all the time
but should be voting the opinions of their constituents," Langley said.
Langley, a seniorrnajoringin :
computer engineering p1ans to
o to medical school.

Don't miss The Central Florida Future's
homecoming is.sue this Thursday.

WAH LuM KuNG Fu
Presents An Aftemo9n of

Kung Fu Exhibition
Sunday, November 3, 1991

• Lion Dancing
• Kung Fu Weapons
• Ma'rtial Arts Gymnastics
• Self Defense
•Tai Chi Chuan

3:00 PM

Show location:
University of Central Florida
$5 .00 advanced
$6.00 at the door

•

(407) 275-6177

.Tickets Information:

W~ Lum Kung Fu Temple

(

3403Technological Plaza
Orlando, Florida
(407)273-7111
1 mile West of UCF

if you have experienced downtime ...
I,.

now experience
<

uptime
The Frat House
October J 1 at 8:00
Admission: $6 ia cadvance/$8 at the door
18 and up!

IBUD Ll<i.HT.I
Door Prizes

llllllt•

1

:::::1&!:::mm!1::~~t•::1t=::~m&~!m:IIJt::r::::i::

286 20mhz .............................. $69f1YJ
386 33mhz Cache ............... $1 CJigxJ
486 33/256 Cache ............... $179(/XJ
Windows 3.0 With A Mouse

\ ~,69;iJ~~em$ / t:i;..-~~\
~ ~ -':\ o')/!J

Costume Contest

•

:
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7 Delta Sigma Theta sisters help fight high school drop-out rate.
by Jena Schillings
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

i)

5

Members of UCF's Delta
Sigma Theta sororitY are have
volunteered for a program to
help reduce the potential high
school drop-out rate, increase
school attendance, enhance selfesteem and encourage students.
There are seven volunteers
from the sorority for the Compact program that have shared
in the experience of being a
mentor. Among them is hospitality managment major,
Hillary Lucas. "Basically, I look
at the program as a chance to give
assistance to others," she said.
The mentors must show responsibility and a strong positive attitude. Not only does the
mentor provide assistance with
school work, but is also a friend
who gives encouragement and
support.
"More or less I'm a supportive person, more of a friend, not
a parent to say do this or do that.
Most of all I listen to them,"
Lucas said. She added that the
program "lets the students have
someone to be there for them."

Mentors may invite their students tovisit their school orplace
of business. They are also encouraged to try and involve the
parents of the student.
The Orlando/Orange County
COMPACT program's main role
is to try to signjficantly reduce the
drop-out rate and bring the students into the working world.
The program coordinators
identifytheat-riskstudentsand
match them with a mentor who
assists them one on one. The
COMPACT's primary focus is
on ninth and 10th graders. Students must qualify for the program by meeting one or more of
the following characteristics:
excessive absences, truancy, failing grades, students who begin
receiving lower than their expected level ofperformance, students who have basic skills deficiencies and have been placed Peart Crum signs up to be a mentor for the COMPACT program. Ericka Newsome,
one year below grade level and
Tammy Weston and Roze Byrd are already part of the program. (Michael oeHoog1FuTURE)
students who have been detained more than once. The rental permission. Most of the els, provide academic assisThere are seven area high
mentors meet once a week for students just need someone to tance, guidance, and support. schools who are involved with
one hour ·with their assigned take special interest in them The program helps the students the program. However, the
students.
and to encourage them to in their transition from high COMPACT programisexpandschool to real life while teaching ingto include all Orange County
Participation in the program achieve more.
·is voluntary and requires paMentors serve as role mod- them job and social skills.
Schools.

i)
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FCA and UCF Student Government Present

_Homecoming
Pep Rally '91
Wednesday, Oct. 30 from 11-1 PM on the green
See the U·CF Marching band perform!
Meet the football team and cheer them on to victory at
homecoming!
Come out and show your school spirit at the best pep
rally UCF has ever had!

FROM PAGE 1

StudentBody PresidentJason DiBona is interested in
finding a candidate who is
"heavily committed to the students."
"I am looking for a president with a st:rong academic
background and sense of budget management ... and actually considers the ramifications of administrative decisions on student life," DiBona
said.
DiBona also said he feels
that the university needs a
president who will develop
· strong community relations.
"Our university needs
someone who is stronger in
their ability to motivate the
community to participate and
interact with our university,"
DiBona said.
Jim Song, a marketing major, attended a few of the
candidate interviews because he .is interested in
who will become the next
president. He said he felt
the candidates were "very
qualified but did not make
any specific suggestions for
the future of UCF." .
Song said he feels this
may be because of questions that were not specific enough and hopes the
questions will b'e more specific for the finalists.

MARKETING
WITH A MAJOR FINANCIAL SERVICES
CORPORATION

STUDENT MARKETING MANAGER
Outgoing, sales oriented student needed
tor marketing/promotion position.
Responsible tor hiring, coordinating and
managinQ campus organization.
Opportunity lo work as Promotions
Representative. Excellent pay. Flexible
hours. All work on campus. Musi be on
campus and available tor s·everal school
days each month.
AMERICAN PASSAGE MEDIA CORPORATION
FINANCIAL SERVICES MARKETING '
215 West Harrison

Seattle, WA 98119·4107
For more information, call Mr. Diers today:

Co-sponsored by the Fellowship of Christian Athletes and Student Government

0
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Former klansman
g~ support with
Louisiana residerits
tis a mighty strange world where a man who
at one time belonged to and subscribed to a
doctrine that is so heinously against the backbone of the United Suttes, the Constitution, can
honestly compete within politics. Former Ku l{lux
Klan member David Duke gains popularity in
Louisiana almost daily. Because of his pseudorecovery in Louisiana, David Duke may be sitting
at the head of the state as the next governor.
These are sad times, when a man's history of
over 10 years can be brought up and stirred over
national television while another man who admitted to believing in a racist point of view, and acted
upon it, can move up in the political scene. These
are sad times indeed when people forget whether
a mah is qualified and only look at one woman's
testimony ofsomething that occurred a decade ago
and a man who believed in the segregation of the
'races' for sake of purity.
What can be said of such current events?
Well, the populous of Louisiana is worried about
welfare, affirmative action and big government. A
result of these worries comes a man who represents the white, middle-class, working-class puddin'
in the middle mentality. Duke competes strongly
in Louisiana and shows signs of doing well in the
upcoming elections.
OF COURSE, though, David Duke doesn't represent the mainstream of the Republican Party.
White House spokesman Marlin Fitzwater exclaimed, "He's not a Republican, he never will be a
Republican ... we don't like him!"
One question to ask is: why doesn't Duke run as
an independent if the mainstays of the Republican
Party don't support him? Better yet, if he IS a
. Republican, why doesn't the party support him?
(They can't turn him away, you know.) So now the
party andDuke are at odds. But the man still gains
support.
What are the chances of the David Duke phenomena growing?
Well, ifthe white-bread American public continues to grow in it's fear of having employment, and
the white workers see themselves as competing·
with blacks and others for the decreasing economic
pie, then perhaps the USA will see a turn toward
men like Duke.
The White House faces tough times when former.
Klan members are vying for government positions.
Attempts have been made to help these growing
fears of recession, job loss and losing jobs to others,
but most of the help has been quickly absorbed by
the upper class of our society.
The Democrats and Republicans both have been
hurt by Duke's popularity. Everyone knows that
he is not wc;mted by either party and that. he
espouses values that are know to be the Democratic position. Thus the Democrats lost the the
vote in Louisiana and the Republicans are having
to claim him as a member. Tlµs causes loss of
respect of the parties, as people do not know what
they stand for and why.
What can be said?
Hard times are coming and no one knows where
to hide. David Duke represents the growing fear in
America. One can only hope that one (if not both)
ofthe parties can get a grip on what they represent
andbegin to enact change through whatevermethods possible. Hope springs eternal, but humans
only live for so many years.
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Meaning of life equals $5.50 an hour
length, when a human mind has finally weeded out
whether its pro-life or pro-choice, pro-death penalty or
anti-d~ath penalty, pro-war or pro-peace, conseivative,
liberal,
radical or apathetic ... that mind will be lucky to be
NAKED EXPRESSION
asleep by 4 am. And sometimes I really wish I was created
a Republican; you know those guys get plenty of sleep.
bout two weeks ago, I found myself at the old and
And a conflict of spirit: Now, I'm by no means on the
very familiar crossroads of mankind's token pulpit or anything and when I refer to the spirit, what
psyche stomper; that is, "Gee, what the hell's it I'm actually getting at is human emotion. Consider just
all about." Some two weeks ago, in fact, a compatriot of a few cases when the world collides with the human
mine, Nick - the environmentally conscious surfer ·spirit and creates a very real conflict:
dude-caught me way offguard with a "So what do you
Every idealistic soul has at one time or other wanted
think the meaning of life is1' inquiry. And, for no good to incorporate his Emersonian ideals into his chaotic
reason, ·all I could come up with was "$5.50 an hour, society or, at least, his chaotic work place. The conflict
pal" ... Gads.
reality of the idealists plight is that the first opportunThe meaning of life. To wit, perhaps I first ought to ist to come along shall own his wallet and his $50
state that my perspective will certainly have some- Reboks. It is my belief that the end product of the
thingto do with the fact that I'm a product ofmymiddle- abused idealist is the bitter cynic. The cynic, I believe,
of-the-road white bread life experience. So, don't whine is nothing more than a frustrated idealist.
at me if our explanations don't match up .. .it's just
Every eclectic dreamer has at one time or other
speculation. Also, any nihilistic sneering during the
allowed his muse to wander to the Elysian Fields where
length ofthis philosophical dramatization will resultin
a weekend visit (to them) by Joseph Biden. And fm sure he believes that he can actually use his talents to make
even a modest income. At length, the brain-sick poet
that neither the author nor his critics at 911 want that.
When I view human life in its vast crudeness, I can dreams of composing crystal verse of the August wind
only surmise that the whole meaning behind human in the Carolina mountains, the distant painter dreams
of dabbing his soul on canvas, the folk singer dreams to
existence can be conflict... ofbody, mind apd spirit.
A conflict of body: it is written somewhere in the see his melodic verse pressed on vinyl and made referBible (chapter six I believe) that a man's body should be ence to by grey-bearded English professors in 17th
as a temple to God. And, it is written in Ma1doon's Pub century English lit courses. The very real conflict of the
that the human body is an arena to Magic Fans. It's artists is that most can be found living on park benches,
simple - as the human explorer seeks to attain his washing dishes at the Olive Garden or flicking huge
greatest sense gratification, he must bull through the lumps of chunky peanut-butter the length of their
various pathways of conflicting stimuli to find that school cafeteria. Neither the top 40 charts nor the best
which will bring him to a peak gratification. Between sellers book rack seem to reflect the pinnacle of art in
physical fitness, drugs, sex, ect. - man will run his America.
·
physiology through the mud to attain the unattainable- ·
At last, it is the far-away hope of every cynic that a
sensual nirvana. To wit, the marathon runner, the libertarian messiah shall come and sweep all the "God
heroin addict, the orgasm addict apd the Gold's Gym fearin"' bureaucrats into a Mississippi sinkhole and
muscle head will place their bodies at the helm of the offer free cable-vision to the oppressed who have been
S.S. Minnow rather than accept physical mediocrity.
saddled with Channel UHF as their only means of
And, to make matters worse, when the human body entertainment. The conflicting reality is that the only
and mind get really pissed off at each other, there's
messiahs available to the populous are Allah Helms
nothing to be done except stand back and watch the two
and "V;ishnu Martinez .... Gads.
go a few rounds.
The meaning oflife, Nick, seems to be conflict. And
A conflict of mind: It was Socrates, I believe, who
the
only adage ofreprieve is not to let your peaks get too said. "Strong body-Weak mind." However, he left out
high
nor your valleys too low - and, in the words of an
the · .u1tellectual giant-pencil necked geek" part. To wit,
the human mind was created only to torment the editor-acquaintance, don't be cynical. You'll only make
human. And, you know, I'd chose physical masturba- yourself and others miserable. When I come to my wits,
tion over mental masturbation in a heartbeat. At I just may follow that advice.

Brian Goercke
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Dragging down rich doesn't lift up poor or middle class
Roy Fuoco .
SEEING THE LIGHT
abricating myths about your opponents and
distorting their views constitutes a favorite past
time of politicians. With the presidential election season just around the comer, candidates will be
shoveling it thick enough to fertilize even the most arid
of deserts. So now is the time to examine some of the
more popular myths that the Democrats will try to
propagate.
.
The popular myth states that Democrats are for the
working class and poor, and the Republicans are for
the rich. This myth has pervaded for years, yet the
Democrats' policies have shown that they are not
necessarily for the poor, and they are definitely !lot for
the middle class. They are anti-rich; they will try to
drag down the rich, but that will not necessarily lift up
the poor, and those in between will continually be
squeezed.
The best economic policies a government can have
are those that create incentive to work and invest.
Traditional Democratic policies do the reverse. Take

F

taxes, for example. Every time taxes come up, some
populist Democrat will push for raising taxes on the
rich. And what we end up with is a convoluted tax
system that does not create incentive to work and
invest. Arther Laffer's supply-side theory was based on
the high tax rate!? that existed in the late '70s. Remember stagflation: The high inflation and high unemployment of the Jimmy Carter era.
Contrary to popular belief, the Reagan supply-side
tax cuts did work. The economy expanded for a recordlength recovery. As for the deficits, that is another
problem. Studies have shown that tax revenues were
greater with the tax cuts than they would have been if
the rates had stayed the same. The deficits h~we to do
with spending, which brings us to another point.
Democrats traditionally are rmconcerned with spending. Take for instance the recent bill to extend unemployment benefits that Bush vetoed. The idea is not
necessarily a bad one, but the Democrats oversimplify
it. Bush vetoed the bill because of the cost of it. The
Democrats will try to have a field day with that, but it
shows they miss the point. Who is going to pay for these
increases? An already burdened middle class.
This brings up the biggest point. Democrats will get'
on the stump and talk about all these wonderful pro-

DARK

COMEDY

grams to help the poor. They will raise taxes to do it.
Lyndon Johnson in the mid-60s declared war on poverty. Well pardner, the Vietnam War was not the only
war you lost with not knowing how to fight. All these
welfare programs have not wiped out poverty. In the
~ '80s, welfare programs got as much as they did in the
past. Poverty still exists. And who pays?
Contrary to what Democrats will say to the American public, t}le middle class has to pay for these socialist
programs. They can try to heavily tax the rich, but the
significant revenues come from the middle class, because there are just more of them. But have they
helped?
Republicans' plans to help the poor is simple. Keep
inflation low, and promote conditions that encourage
businesses to expand and produce. This puts people to
work and there is no better program to solve poverty
than to give people good~payingjobs. Now I'll admit the
problem with poverty is not quite this simple, but this
is where you start.
If the Democrats ever decide that poverty takes
more than a government program to solve, and it is OK
to promote conditions conducive for businesses, then
maybe things will improve.
Or we could forget about them and vote them out.

SERIES
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IWAS A1llT WSV APJ'ER
BaLE'ltJE, YI( KNOW'!!
lNHAT~ 'YOUR PROBLEM?!

Fertilizing with bat guano or how to set world records
Dave Barry

©1991 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved

TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES
alloween is here, and when we think
of Halloween, we think of pumpkins, which are big vegetables; and
when we think of big vegetables, we must,
as responsible citizens, resist the childish
temptation to make gratuitous references
to the Vice President.
So instead let's focus our attention on the
World Pumpkin Confederation. This is a
real organization that I found out about
when alert reader Paula Linter sent me a
letter statingthather husband had become obsessed with growing an enormous pumpkin in tneir back yard.
"I should have had a clue," she writes,
"when the pumpkin began to dominate
conversations with friends and family:
"FRIEND: How are you?
"HUSBAND: Well, it's two pounds
heavier today!
"FRIEND: Oooooh kayeeee ... "
Paula adds: "There is a club where seemingly normal people get together and weigh
their giant vegetables. We are now members. He sent money for this."
· This club turns out to be the World
Pumpkin Confederation.-Paula sent me a WPC newsletter, and it is the finest publication I have ever seen
that is devoted to the topic of growing enormous pumpkins. It has, for example, a detailed article entitled
"Fertilizing With Bat Guano." But the most impressive
part is the photographs: page after page· of people
standing proudly next to pumpkins that are significantly larger than Charles Kuralt.
I called the World Pumpkin Confederation founder
and president, Ray Waterman of Collins, N.Y. He told
me that the WPC has 2,000 members from 30 nations.
"Basically," he said, "we're in this to grow the largest
possible pumpkin."
Ray Waterman has grown a pumpkin weighing
more than 600 pounds. The world record is more than
BOO pounds.
But that's not good enough for the growers of the
WBC Their goal- their quest, their obsession, ~heir

H

ing, threatened to walk out. With trouble
brewing and the press on the scene, the
local WPC official asked Gancarz to withdraw has pumpkin in an effort, as the
and i:he men who raised. them..
newsletter puts it, "to defuse an inflammatory situation and to stem possible
international embarrassment for the
WPC."
Gancarz did withdraw his pumpkin,
even though, nnder WPC rules, he was
allowed to complete whenever he chose.
This incident outraged WPC president
Ray Waterman, who declared Gancarz
the Topsfield winner. Waterman still
sounded ticked off when I asked him
about this.
''Those people in New England are
fruity," he said. 'They bounced out the
world record holder! They're out of the
World Pumpkin Confederation. If you
don't have any more brain cells than
that, you don't belong in a world organization."
Waterman also has strong views on
other topics, including the sloppy way
some organizations establish "world
records" in the vegetable arena.
"'The Guinness Book of W or Id
Records,"' he snorts, "is listing a 66ppund cucumber THAT'S ACTUALLY
A GOURD."
.
Mount Everest- is the 1,000-pound pumpkin.
Blunt words? Yes. But sometimes
_ ''We'll do it by the turn of the century," states · blnnt words are needed. In a world of mealy-mouthed
Waterman, with quiet confidence.
mumblers, Ray Waterman's .voice rings out loud and
Each year the WPC sponsors an annual weigh-off, clear, sounding the charge as the WPC seeks to gt>
featuring cash prizes, at official sites around the world; where no gardener has gone before. You can become
each year, the winning weights creep closer to the Big part of this by sending $15 to the World Pumpkin
Mother Pumpkin. Whoever finally grows it will be, Confederation, 14050 Gowanda State Rd., Collins,
quite simply, a legend.
N.Y.14034. The newsletter alone is worth it. You can
Of course wh,en the emotional stakes are this high, also by official T-shirts, caps, etc. And who knows: You
you inevitably have conflict. There was, for example, might even grow an-actual pumpkin.
theincidentatthe1989WPCAllNewEnglandWeigh"Even if you don't have much space," Water notes,
off, held in Topsfield, Mass. According to the WPC "you can compete in the Long Gourd category."
newsletter, the weigh-off went normally until the
Waterman has the world record here, with a
arrival of Robert Gancarz, a New Jersey resident who gourd measuring 8 feet, 3 inches. To give you a
at the time just happened to be the defending world totally nongratuitous idea of how long that is, if you
record holder. He trucked in a pumpkin weighing were to lay such a gourd down next to the Vice
619.5 pounds-· the heaviest at Topsfield. But some President, you would have a very strong ticket for
.
other competitors, objecting to an "outsider" compet- 1996.

199G F'reGidenfaalConienders
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GREEK CORNER
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Wed. 7:45pm ATQ I vs. :EX II Sat. Black
and Gold Spirit Day@ the game. Important things to look forward to this week:
Building the float with those awesome
~r and Rob Little's 2nd annual Pyrotechnic spray can display.
KAPPA SIGMA
Good Job pledges and Bros on Sat's
service project. Pledges STUDY! Everyone stand back and make way for Kappa
Sigma and Tau Kappa Epsilon to dominate Homecoming! Kt
/
PHI DELTA THETA
"$" is back after a minor suspension.

Too bad it was only for one game. Homecoming is here. Stop by the house for the
complete schedule of events, or talk to
Grant. Hasta!

October 29, 1991
SWEET social Fri. Nite. Congrats to two
of our RAD sisters, Kendra & Ann for
making O~K. Skit Nite is here, come out
and watch! Volleyball tonite, 10:30, come
support us! Jodi L. & Rachel H. we're all
happy for your happiness! KROP is
watching you pledges-Keep up the good
work! ZLAM

CLUB INFO
A.A MEETING EVERY WEDNESDAY
12-1pm STUDENT CENTER BLDG
ROOM 211
Get a taste of Italy! Meet new people and
learn about our culture. No need to be
Italian. For more info. Meetings every
Monday at 3pm in Education Bldg. Rm.
120. Hope to see ya!

ROOMMATES
PHI GAMMA DELTA
Thanks Acacia for letting us play some
G.D.l.'s instead of you in football. TKE
and KE togetherwith FIJI will take Homecoming! Get ready for GolfTournee FIJ Is.
FIJI No. #1

•

Pl SIGMA EPSILON
Monster Mash is Here!! On Halloween
night atthe Frat House starting at 8:OOpm.
Don't miss one of the· biggest parties of
the year! You're doing a great job Lisa!!

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
DELTA DELTA DELTA
Tales from the Winning Side-staring
LAB and ~-Join us for another
studly performance as Homecoming is
in the bag ..... for the rest of our Greek
friends-Attitude check this out!! ~.
obviously the most motivated and
hottest ladies on campus! How could a
fraternity do better for Homecoming
partners? Hey AMI, IT<I>, ZI'A, K.1 &
~r. it's not you, it's the fraternities that
can't cut it, LAB knows all of you can!!
1985 LAB &AMI second, 1986, LAB
& IT<I> first, 1987 LAB & ZI'A second,
1988 LAB & ~FIRST, 19891:A.E &
K.1 first, 1990 IAE & AMI second, and
ofcourse 1991 another LAB & ~
FIRST!!! Get the pattern. Watch out as
history repeats itself-it's LAB & ~
dominating Homecoming 1991 once
again .... 1:A.E & ~ - :EAE & ~ 1:A.E & ~Unstoppable!
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Alright E's let's motivate for Homecoming! Lion Watch will be the longest party
on campus. Slip & Slide, bonfire, beautiful girls, mid-nite V-ball. 1:A.E Sports :EAE I B-qall Victory over Pike I, :EAE IVball victory Pike I. - still in first for IFC All
Sports Trophy. Hey Brooks how's the
_High-school scene look? Get your VIP
pass validated for the Palace!!

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
IT<I> & :E<I>E, let's prove to UCF who's the
best! Skit Nite tonight, Hoopla an Costume Ball tomorrow. Participate & SIGN
IN. Float building all week. Pledge
campout all week at house.
TAU KAPPA EPSILON
Congrats to all those nominated for offices! Homecoming is here ... Don'tforget
those paddles for your Big Bros!!! TKE1
Football Thurs. Let's see some letters
guys! Hi IT<I>! ... Joe Boatwright drops
the football and the Tekes lose, thanks
Joe. TKE vs. the Burnt matches coming
soon. Rex for president, I'm still going to
call you "messy". FOB is king .

ZETA TAU ALPHA
Homecoming Week is here! ZI'A & AXA
will RULE it. Thanks :EAE that was a

We need a roommate for a LARGE
HOUSE in Park Manor. Garage, patio,
and fireplace. $260 a month plus your
share of the utilities. Call Matt at 3829427
Female Nonsmoking Roommate wanted
to share quiet 3bdrm 2bath home near
Fashion Square Mall. Wash/Dry, AC
dishwash, microwave, woodfloors, &
soon to have pool & dog. $250 + 1/3
electric. 896-3790
Responsible roommate wanted, 3/2
house, 18 miles to UCF, washer/dryer,
computer roo.m, non-smoker $250.00
plus 1/3 utilities. (407) 321-4607 .

FOR RENT
Clean 2 story townhouse for rent! 2 bedroom/2 bath.,Walk to school. Backs up to
Lake/Preserve! All appliances, including washer/dryer, microwave, and dishwasher. $450 per month. Call John at
886-9579
Apartment for rent excellent location,
University Blvd+Alafaya Trail, walk t~
school, 2b/2ba $440/mo. For info. call
Jerry 321-7343 or 1-800-777-4366 ext
839.
NEEDED: Responsible female dog lover
to share 2BR duplex $250/mo. utilities
included. Clean, quiet, mostly furnished,
washer/dryer, all kitchen gadgets, cable,
and 1t1ore. 2 miles from UCF. CALL
DANA 678-4395
ROOM FOR RENT-3/2 House in Alafaya
Woods Female Pref.-Call Joan-365-1006
Room for Rent
Family with resident 5 minutes away
from UCF Rent one furnished room with
Central Air, your own private bathroom,
TV, VCR telephone, pool, recreation
area, private parking and entrance separate from the house. We pr~fer a female .
$300.00 monthly, call 275-0529. We
accept roommates.

FOR SALE

TIM WEBBER CATERING IS NOW HIRING! ExRerience preferred. Learn how
to bartend and make great extra $$$.
Don't miss this great opportunity!! Call
246-7300.

TUTORS

Part time house keeping help needed.
Near UCF. $7/hr. to start. Flexible schedule, private home. 677-?SOB morn.

LSAT GMAT GRE MCA T NCLEX
TEST YOUR BEST. Nations Largest
Test Prep. 150 Centers . 53 years Experience. 1 mile west of UCF. Kaplan Educational Center 273-7111.

Looking for a job working for a reputable
and successful company that offers guaranteed bonus incentives for your hard
work? If you need a job that provides
excellent income, challenge, opportunity to grow, and flexible hours please
call Dr. Washuta for an appointment
382-2265

Wanted: Nonsmoking female roommate
to share 2 bdr. condo downtown Ori.
$250 + utilities 648-9612
Male to share 4B R/2BA house in Alafaya
woods (Oviedo). Wash/Dry, TV VCR &
$325/mo. including Util. 365-1650
Room in 3bd/2ba new home. Pool, Tennis, Wash/dryer, fireplace, all amenities.
Non-Smoker, male, serious student.
$275+ 1/3. 366-5309
M/F to share condo 2BR/1 BA $240 per
mo/dep. & 1/2 util 260-8338 or leave
message 628-0048 15 min. to UCF
Male or Female Wanted To $hare Apt.
$220. month + 1/2 utilities Fox Hunt
Lanes Call Eric 281-1536
Female NS doglover to share 2 bed 1
bath near UCF. $225 rent + $150 dep
Call Ellen 249-0668
Rooms for Rent-3Bdrm House. Furnished. Ten Minutes from UC Fl $300 for
all util/month per room - non-smoker
clean, sax?-M or F 273-8098 ASAP*.**
Roommate wanted to share house $354
a month plus one half utilities located in
Winter Springs Call Laura or Linda 6996150
$220/mo for room in 2bdr apt. near UCF
$.100 dep+rental agreement. Call Jim
380-8609.
'
M/F Roommate to share 3 BD 2 BA
House 10 minutes to UCF. Microwaye ,
stove, screened porch, garage. Non
smoker. $255/mo +1/3 utilities. 677-5036
3 Bedroom 2 Bath House Furnished
Su ncrest Village
$230month+1/3 utilities
Call 644.,7082 Leave message

SAT ACT GAE GMAT CLAST PREP.
Educators, Not Just Tutors. General
Math: Through Trig. Open Enrollment
Flexible Classes 249-4070

OTHER
Extra Money? Models needed·for surfing boutiques, swimwear, etc. Free photo
analysis! Send snap, info., phone. Box
315, Goldenrod, FL 32733.
ATIENTION: Excellent income for home
assenbly work. INFO. 504-646-1700.
DEPT. P307
FREE FREE FREE
Start your own home business part time.
For FREE info. write to H. Shak, 7966C Shoals Dr., Orlando, FL 32817

Earn $2500 & Free Trips Selling Spring
Break Packages To Bahamas, Mexico,
Jamaica, Florida! Best Trips & Prices!
Spring Break Travel 1-800 638-6786.

RAISE $500..$1000..$1500
FOOLPROOF FUNDRAISING
for your fraternity, sorority team or
other campus organization. Absolutely
no investment required!
Call 1-800-950-8472 ext.SO

Women earn easy money showing personal emergency alarm. Police call it the
best protection available. New in U.S. imported from England. lnvestment$40.
275-0770.

LONELY•'s
DEER RUN Golf/pond view, like new 4
Br I 2 Ba, fireplace, courtyard. By owner,
$119,000. (904)383-2496 Col

SERVICES
~

Howell Branch Rd. Area, 2 bdrm 2 bath
·furnished ·except bedroom, male or female, $260 per month+ 1/2 all util. 6794990

8

86 Daytona Turbo T-Tops + 273-2700
Macintosh plus, SOOK external drive,
image writer 2, modem and software
$900.00 (407) 321-4607 Jamie.
286 Tandy w/ Hi-Res Color Monitor, incl.
mouse, co-proc, 20MB HD + 123 +
WP5.0+Autocad, QPRO, Games Patrick
282-7428

College Funding-Guaranteed ! !
Grads I Undergrads I Potential Students
- We match students to private sector
scholarships nationwide. Call 1-800-66.99419 for FREE info.

TYPISTS

Laptop Computer 1MEG RAM, 2 floppies, modem, backlite, $350 679-0167
286AT, 640K, 20MEG HD, 51/4 floppy,
mono $525 ROB 679-0167

TYPING SERVICES - Call Nancy at
679-4006.
WP.EDITING: APA, MLA,etc. 366-0538

Airline ticket-One way to Boston on
Nov.14 $100 or $175 at later date. Call
Alice at 823-9926 for info.
Beautiful Full Length Sofa. $65. Call
695-4319-Leave Message
Airline Tickets Orlando to New York OneWay on Dec. 11 $100 each 382-6567

Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
Word Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

TYPING-Rush ProjectsAccepted. WP51
Accurate I Affordable Cindy I 365-4863
Term Papers, Resumes, Done on Word
Processor $3-4 per page Call 699-4201

Toyota Celi ca 'BO 4sp runs & look good
115Kreliablenewtiresbrakesandclutch
many extras $875 365-3991

-TERM PAPERS, Resumes, anything you
need typed! Everything LASER
PRINTED Call THE CORPORATE IMAGE 679-7179

HELP WANTED
RPS NEEDS PIT PACKAGE HANDLERS FROM 3-7AM $7 PER HR CALL
297-3715

Brett, Please believe me! I never touched
Sandy! I could never hurt someone like
that! I think I know who did, but I'm too
scared to go to the police! I have to talk
to you tonite, alone. Don Reed will be the
Comedian MC for Skit Night tonite at teh
Arena. Please be there at ?pm and we'll
meet at our private spot. You've got to
help me. Please! Barbie

America Needs Industrial Engineers to
improve quality of products & services,
expand manufacturing capabilities and
increase productivity of _our workforce.
THE DEPT OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING offers BS, MS, & PhD degrees in IE. Call/Visit Mr. Fernandez or
Dr. Mary Danz at823-2204 for more info.

Professional PC SERVICES 380-7429

For sale 1984 Honda Nighthawk 650
shaft driven, low maintenance bike 2
helmets, cover, and much more $700
OBO Call 677-6670 for into.

VW Bus 1977-Runs strong-New starter/
igni!ion/exhausilbattery-recently tunedgreat beach-mobile-$1200/0BO Call
275-1071

PERSONALS

WORDMASTERS 277-9600

Fast* Professional*Accurate

AUTOS

Singles Date Line local or across US 1900-776-LOVE Ext 524 $2/min. 24 hrs.

PRO WORD PROCESSING
We Can Do Anything You Want
No Job is Too Large or Too Small
Affordable - -Fast - Accurate
24 HRS. 7 DAY/WK
HOT LINE: 407-423-8078
Ask About Our Limited Special Offer
Word Processing Wordperfect 5.1 6774029

Mr. Fernandez and Dr. Mary Danz will
tell you everything you always wanted to
know about majoring in Industrial Engineering - but were afraid to ask! Call
them for info at 823-2204 Peachy, Have you made your move
yet? Well, dear, I can never get in touch
with you. Vice versa. Call me! GTS
... .Pie, Wow! 14Monthsofgood times
shared together! Tomorrow, 1 Year & 2
Months! You are a major part of my life.
What would I do without you?
•Cutie ...
Pook, How's my babe_? You are the one
for me. You know what I mean? Boot
Cutie ... It's my turn! Surprise . Everyday
is an Anniversary to me. What more to
say, but love ya - ditto, you know ... Pie
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Hall gets fun--size lau.,.......
by Alissa Barber

•mmli• !~~~~2~£i:

.IN~
Comedian Rich Hall
has been acastmemberofSaturday Night Live and HBO's ''Not
NecessarilytheNews,"appeared
on "The Tonight Show" and
"The Letterman Show" and is
legendary for creating Sniglets
(words that should be in the dictionary but aren't).
Thanks to the UCF Campus
/ Activities Board, Rich Hall
performed at UCF Oct. 18 as a
part of the Pontiac All-Star
Comedy Tour and granted me
a brief look inside his brain
before the show.
AB: Are there any bizarre
childhood experiences that made
you who you are today?
RH: The best comedy is
when you get the audience to
think like a child again with
some kind of weird, bizarre
enlightenment. Bemg an-only
child with a lot of time to myself gave me a fertile imagination. I think my entire childhood was kind of bizarre.
AB: Which of your career
experiences stand out as the most
memorable or rewarding?
RH: The most rewarding was
aShowtimespecialcalled"Vanishing America." It was a movie
that took nine months to do, and
by the time it was over, I certainly felt that I really accomplished something. Most of what
I do are little, short three or four
minute spurts of stand-up cornedy or something like that. "Vanishing America" was a very detailed project and certainly the
most rewarding.
AB: There are so many things
you have done, from stand-up to
hosting....

RH: You really don't know

having a good time. My impreswhat's going to catch on. It's sion is that there's a lot of kids
like musicians recordmg songs and everything seems to be
-'-Somebody decides this would WORLD. You can't even buy
really be commercial and let's insurance without going to-INdo this, but you really don 'tknow SURANCE WORLD. I guess
what's going to become popu- it's a world-class city.
AB: Whatdoesthefuturehold
lar. You only have a certain
for
Rich Hall? What are your
that.
amount of control over
AB: Do you have any im- plans?
RH: I would really like to get
pressions of Orlando from the
out of Orlando.
time you have spent here?
RH: There's a lot of kids here
AB: And live to tell about it?
:_ a lot of screaming, loud,
RH: That would be my big
smelly kids, and I guess they're project. I kind of live day-to-

Rich Hall expressed his distaste for Florida's obsession of 'World.'

(Photo by Charles K. Morrow>

day, so hopefully tomorrow I'll
be out of Orlando.
The near-capacity crowd of
UCF students at Friday's show
would be sorry to see Rich Hall
go. He kept the crowd in hysterics with his humorous, slightly
twisted insights into the actual
costs of the Bill of Rights, the
size of fun (look; on a candy bar)
and the reason for UCF's birth
(in the beginning, there was
Kinko's ...). Call it weird, bi·
zarre enlightenment, and call it
great comedy.
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What's the point? Just ask Gov. Lawson (Lawton?) Chiles
Activists, musicians gather downtown
at Underground Orlando's street festival
by Alissa Barber

' i~tl l .!I ~?~~ . want to write this re.~~@~1
Maybe I haven't quite
······ cut my razor-edged critic
teeth yet, but when an organization like Underground Orlando
(people "dedicated to stimulating Orlando's diverse cultural
growth'') tries to make a difference in apathy-soaked Orlando
by holding a downtown street
festival, only Gargamel would
welcome the chance to be critical. Since I am designated Critic,
let's explore my ambiguity together.
The festival was held in the
Wall Street Plaza on Orange
Avenue and a sizable crowd attended. As the night progressed,
it seemed less of a "gathering of
the tribes" interested in the
festival's mix of music and activism than a bunch of people
that happened to be there (it
makes sense in light of the
festival's focus on the forced 2
a.m. closure of downtown clubs,
but was rather dampening). The
crowd was treated to a diverse
group of musical acts playing

acoustic, industrial and house
music, as well as a variety of
speakers focusing on personal
and political topics (the guy that
talked about making drug paraphernalia out of fruit was particularly stimulating). You've
heard it before (but Reader, are
you listening?) - vote, write,
speak out, care.
What's wrong with that,
Critic? I really don't know.
Maybe it was the person at one
of the activism tables who told
me to write my governor,
Lawson (not Lawton) Chiles.
Maybe it was the loss of momentum from the years it took
people to take the stage (I ended
up leaving between acts for the
ever-wonderful Magic Wok and
saw an amazing band called
Stable Ground.
Go see these people live any. where in this hemisphere.)
Maybe, and quite possibly, I
missed the point of this event (it
happens to the best and worst of
us Critics). So call Underground
Orlando at 839-3792 to find out
yourself and get involved. Even
Critics can tell that's what it's
all about.

A
Street
• Festival
music and politics in the downtown

The Spin Men ,g
Drowning Clowns ~
Sarah Quinton ~
Evident
Andress

l

.

"

EGreenpeace
.! Amnesty International

..

Liberation
....~0 Animal
voter registration
<( CFAC
T.R.E.E.S.

r---------------------------------------·--------------,

<

:THIS SPACE FOR RENT: can the Fl.ltUie ad offic2 at 823-2601 for rrom infacrrat.im. II
~--~---------------------------------------------------~
You can

to an

Orlando Premiere
SHOWING
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 31

.

(

at 6:30 p.m.
You could win a pair of tickets to a special advance showing of Wes Craven's "THE PEOPLE
UNDER THE STAIRS," courtesy of The Central
Florida Future ..
Trivia challenge:We're looking tor good ideasTell .us what you're going to be for Halloween.
Just stop by The Central Florida Future editorial

office (located next to the art domes on campus)
today only and answer the trivia challenge to win
your free tickets.
Hurry. Tickets are limited and will be awarded on a
first-come, first-served basis.

(
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Nine years after closing on Broadway, 'Merrily' rolls to UCF. (Photo by John Rivera>

'

..

This production of 'Merrily' succeeds over the Broadway version by correcting the f onner's pitfalls . Critical essays and the original script helped bring about
these Changes. (Photo by John Rivera)

''The art of making art is putting it together bit by bit"-James Cali, director. The
cast successfully melds those -bits to form a complex puzzle. (Photo by John Rivera>

Get Ready for The
>

~

all merchandise w I

HALLOWEEN BASH
•

OCTOBER 31
"The most fun you can have with your mask on!!" .

COSTUME CONTEST
1st Prize - Bahamas Trip For Two
PLUS $500·Cash
2nd Prize - $300 Cash
3rd Prize - $200 Cash

student faculty ID

A I R

Closest Athletic Store to UCF
Comer of Univ. Blvd. & 436
679-7678

•LANDWRDS

·•INSURANCE
•CONTRACTS
•POLICE

Others
$1 Bloody Marys
$2 Well, Wine & Draft
$3 Cover
12413 SO. ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL• 438-1335
f

Lake Fredrica Sq.
$. Semoran Blvd.
Wal-Mart Plaza
658-1419

STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICES

PROBLEMS WITH?

•

Not valid with any other specials

NEED?
•A WILL
•NAME CHANGE
•UNCONTESTEb
DISSOLUTION .

STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES PROVIDES STUDENTS
WITH ASSISTANCE IN SELECTED AREAS OF LAW SUCH
AS LANDLORD/TENANT; CONSUMER, NON-CRIMINAL,
TRAFFIC & UNCONTESTED DISSOLUTIONS. QUALIFIED
STUDENTS CAN RECEIVE CONSULTATION AND REPRESENTATION FREE OF CHARGE.

FOR INFORMATION OR AN APPOINTMENT:
CALL 823-2538 OR STOP BY SC210,
MONDAY -FRIDAY SAM-SPM

lg
m
llnMtJ'--~·9'1'

_J
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'Radio Overkill' pushes listener's patience to the edge

l

A new legislation bill that would limit the amount of air play time should be passed
by David J. Shoulberg
Mt~1·

et' s talk about a serious

I,,~~ ~~~~;:~%~~:~:~
~~~
point or another. It both~=============:=====:===:::I

ers everyone, and there is nothing
we can do about it! What am I
talking about? Funny you should
ask; the issue athand is RADIO
OVERKILL!
Radio Overkill is the horrible
habit of MTV or commercial radio overplaying a song to the
point of wanting to stab yomself
in the ear with a toothbrush. In
extreme cases, people have been
known to run their automobiles
off the road to avoid hearing a
certain track. Let me give you a
brief run down of the latest radio
problems ...
"Motownphilly"Tiris abominationfromtheR&B groupBoyz
to Men is one of the worst cases
onradio today. With it's horrify-

ingriffs of" ...Motownphilly back
again" and the self-worshipping
·repetition of the group's name
throughout the song, this track is
a real nerve grater. Overkill factor: radio 4-6 times a day, MTV
3-5 times a day.
"Emotions" Mariah Carey
has not yet achieved complete
overkill, but she is headed there
fast. With its jaunty '70s disco
sound and dolphiil-code language, this song could be an
overkill award winner. Overkill factor: radio 7-8 times a
day, MTV 3-5 times a day.
"More Than Words" Acoustic. Emotional. Annoying. When
a song gets played on the K-Mart
in-store radio, the ultimate overkill is achieved. This song was
sweet the first couple hundred
times, but it lacks luster after about
700 plays. In its heyday,
Extreme's Overkill factor was:
radio 8-10 times a day, MfV 5-7

times a day.
"Losing My Religion" This
track from R.E.M. has gone
straight to hell! (Pun intended). A
great song, but after a few times
Michael Stipe' s vocals seem little
more than an extended whine.
Overkill factor was furthered by
the song's multi-win atthis year's
MTV Video Awards. Besides,
does anybody know what this
song means? Overkill factor: radio 7 times a day, MTV 15-17
times daily.
Anything from C+C Music
Factory, Cathy Dennis, Amy
Grant or Paula Abdul. All the
above artists are major violators
of the Radio Overkill . Act of
1991. I have proposed this legislation to President Bu sh, and I am
currently awaiting an expedient
reply. It limits the time a song
may be played on any music outlet.
For example, a song may be

Experience Not Necessary
(but it could help)

played for a4 week trial period. If
thesongisahit,anextensionmay
be granted. To receive an airplay
extension, a written request must
be submitted to the vice-president, err, no make that the president. A national referendum will
be held to approve or deny a 2week airplay extension. This will
be done as many times as a song
merits the support of the nation.
If the song fails to merit an airplay extension, it becomes a federal offense to play that song.

The violation is punishable by
spending 3-5 years as an Elvis
impersonator and/or a Milli
Vanilliconsumerreimbursement
fine.
The process. ain't easy, but
damn will it be effective! What's
a little hard work if we can avoid
hearing "Everytlring I Do, I Do It
For You," again? It is a small
price to pay for that kind of musical security.
· (P.S. Motownphilly Back
Again. Damn, that's annoying!)

r-------------------,

I
I
I
I
1

·

I
Coll.e:g e Nlght. At.Pi~:z-za.:zz I
4088 N. G~LDENROD, ~INTER PARK, K-MART PLAZA . . I
I
20 oz. Drafts $1.0Q!
1
Wednesday Night is • • •

:
·

·

50¢ Pizza Slices!

:

~=~~~~~!~-------~~~~J
~

UCF's Tropical Fish & Aquari1111 Headquarters

We Specialize in:

• Cichlids of All Types .
• Tropical Fish
Marine Fish .
• Supplies & Aquariums
*WE GIVE UCF STUDENTS 15% OFF ALL LIVE
STOCK WITH VAUD STUDENT ID *

ro' -r.im • ,ca I .
~nk

You don't have to be a journalism major to write for us. Our only
- requirements are creativity and basic writing skills. That's all.
If you are interested in joining the staff of Confetti/Collage visit our
office or call 823-3954.

VISIT TROPICAL TANK WHEN YOU WANT THE FINEST!
At the comer of Dean & University in the Sun Crest Village Shopping Center.
10159 University Boulevard

557...9033

FREE SCHOLARSHIP MONEY
6 BILLION AVAILABLE

Si'RING Real Esto+t:? ·Courses

YOU CAN NOT LOSE
NO PROOF OF PRESENT INCOME NEEDED
NO FEE UNTIL YOU GET PROOF OF AN AWARD

i'RINCli'HLS & i'RHCTICES

$25 TO $100 ...................................... $15
$100 TO $150 .................................... $25
$150 TO $250 .................................... $50
$250 TO UNLIMITED ......................... $75

REE 3043:
[M. 7· l 0 pm or T.Th. 8:30· 10 om]

Consumer oriented; basics of buying, owning & renting real estate

COLLEGE FOR MANY
P.O.~OX 570097 ORLANDO, FL. 32807

R.·E. fiPPRfilSfil
J In-depth focus on market valuation techniques

f-FROM YOUR-FAMOuS:-FRIBNDiY.-i

REE 4103: [M. 7·10 pm]

R.E.

flNFiNCE

REE4Z04:[T. 7-lOpm]

Specifics on ho·w to finance real estate investments

R.E

INVESTMENTS

REE 4303: [T.Th. 11:30·1 Z:50 pmj

How to analyze investment properties

R.E~ iJEVELQi'MENT

LOCAL DEEP DISCOUNT
HEWLETT-PACKARD DEALER:

I

·1

Iwith
HP 95LX Pal~top PC
Lotus® 1-2-3®

I
EXPANDABLE
I
CALCULATOR
I
I
I
•Over 2100
built-in
I
~~
I
'\. •HP EquationWriter
I
npplication
•Graphics
I PC power in
t\"
I t!w palm of your hand ' f.·· integrated
with
cakulu~
J
1.------------.
I PLUSALLOTHERHP
I . BUSINESS & SCIENTIFIC
CALCULATORS,
II.__SUPPLIES
& SOFWARE.
_____
___.

REE6308:[T.Th.5:30-6.:45pmj

Open to graduate & advanced undergrads; new course detailing the
R.E .. development process; guest speakers from the industry

tiP48SX ·
SCIENTIFIC

I

.

1~
1~

I

·

WEsrocK
ALL4ssx
BOOKS & ACCESORIES

I
1

I
I
I
I
I
I

F/J:"ij"I HEWLETT
f.:lJI PACKARD

INTERNATIONAL.
Calculator & Computer~\
.

I
I

2916 Corrine .Drive
Orlando; FL 32803

~-"-

4bq

I

l
I

L------------~--~---~
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Rugby Club downed
by Iron Home, 18-13
UCF team fails ·in attempt to pull ou't
first victory against "father team"
by Jenny Duncanson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

0

~

Four years ago, some
UCF students who were
members of the Iron Horse
Rugby club started a rugby
club at UCF. And since
then, the ties between the
two teams have been close.
Members of Iron Horse
volunteer their time to help
coach the Knights.
Mike Pinn is the staff advisor for the UCF team and
also plays for Iron Horse.
Many members of the
Knights team who have
graduated from UCF now
play for Iron Horse.
UCF players call Iron
Horse the "father team".
On
Saturday,
the
Knights tried to overthrow
the father team. UCF has
nev~r beaten Iron Horse,
and they came up just short
of the first victory, 13-18.
The Knights were the
first to put points on the
board with a try by Jeff
Maricle. Iron Horse retaliated with a try of their own
and after a good conversion
hck, the score favored Iron
Horse, 6-4.
The wind was against
UCF in the first half, but

Rob Gingell was able to boot
a penalty kick to put the
Knights back on top, 7-6.
With 10 minutes left in
the first half, Iron Horse
ran for another try to make
the score 7-10 at the half.
Iron Horse came out from
half time to . put the pressure on UCF.
They got close to the end
line two times before finally
getting another try to put
them out in front, 14-7.
Play went back and forth
for a while before Iron Horse
would again make 'it into
the try zone and jump out to The UCF Rugby Cl.ub will participate in the Homecoming festivities with a Alumni
game Sunday at 1 p.m. on the intramural fields. (Michael oeHoog1FuTUREL .
a 18-7 lead.
Midway through the second half, UCF drove down John Linehan. "After los- handle them physically, but play his old teammates again
the field and Dave Martin ing a big game, (last week) they have more experience." next Sunday for Homecoming
Troy Martin agreed with as the team will play the
scored off a pass from Todd we came out and played
Czachowski.
Miller.
hard. I was very confident
Alumni at 1 p.m. on the intra"It was the most fun 'I've mural fields.
Rob Gingell made the con- . and I thought we were gohad playing rugby ," Martin
·version kick and the ing to win. "
After the Alumni game,
Knights were closing in, 13"It's tough losing to the said. "I learned a lot from UCF will take on the Space .
18.
father team, " said senior playing quality players. "
Coast Men's Club. The team is
Derek Burke is a UCF looking forward to the compeBut time ran out for the Joe Czachowski. "We've
Knights and 13-18 would be never beaten Iron Horse. It alumni who graduated last tition.
the final score.
hurts to lose and graduate." year and played his old team"Our next opponent is one of
The team felt they came
Czachowski, who plans to mates for the first time on the best teams in the state,"
back hard after last week- play for Iron Horse after he Saturday.
Linehan said. "Space Coast is
"I was really nervous com- an A Division Men's team and
ends loss at the State Cham- graduates, said the game
ingin to the game," Burke said. it will be a tough game. I think
pionships.
.
was a lot of fun.
"I think everyone did well
"It's a fun game and "It was strange to play my old we'll do well. We just need to
considering the circum- they're a good team," teammates."
keep our intensity for the next
Burke will get the chance to two ·weeks."
stances," said co-captain Czachowski said. "We can

REQUIRED
COURSE

CALL US!

~

Serving ·u.c.F. ·

896-3030
USE THESE COUPONS FOR THE BEST DEAL
ON CAMPUS
'

---------

---------ROOMMATE
1111 PLEASER
D~
- -- only

$5 •991-

.Medium original pizza with two
toppings and two servings of
, Coca-Cola® classic or diet Coke®.
Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any
other offer. Delivery areas limited to ensure safe driving.
Drivers carry less than $20.00. ©1991 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

)

.
II
••

.

COUPON NECESSARY.
EXPIRES
11/30/91 .
®

1111111m
200041

TWO LARGE
CHEE-SE PIZZAS
only

$12 .99!

(Each topping $1.49 covers both pizzas)
Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any
other offer. Delivery areas limited to ensure safe driving.
Drivers carry less than $20.00. ~1991 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

.
II
•

••

COUPON NECESSARY.
EXPIRES 11/30/91

®

11m111111
3000 .. 2
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Quarterback Darrin Hinshaw will remain UCF's starter
next week against Savannah State. (Charles K. Morro~/FUTURE)

~~) PIZZA & SUBS

"We Deliver"
11794 F.ast Colonial Dr.
(corner of Alafaya & E Colonial - behind Wendy's)

273;;.9676

LEARN BARTENDING
"The Professional Way"
•Job Placement Assistance
Nationwide
• Day & Evening Classes
• 40 Hour Course

831-2233

Men&Women

INTERNATIONAL BARTENDING INSTITUTE
124 Robin Road• Altamonte Springs, Fl 32701

1
1
I
I
I
I

2 Piz:zas (fhe Work5

Larg:

2 Small

$13. 99

$9. 99

2

2$Medium

cf

11.99

Original Round Pizza Only

Delivery $1.50 Extra. Not valid ulother coupons

2 pizzas• 1 Low price

I This week only
I
I
n:_....
I one a~ge r~
I two toppings $4. 95
cf
I
I

Delivery $1.50 Extra. Not valid ulother coupons

I
2 Item Special
I
2 Large
2 Sma11
I
$1Q.95
$6.95
I
2 Medium
cf
I
$8.95
Original Round Pizza Only
I Delivery $1.50 Extra. Not oolld ulothercoupons

I
I
I
I
I

'

l

I

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
10% STUDEN'I' DISCOUNT •
~---------~-----~-------~------~
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: HAIRSTYLING
•
••
•
•
.
STYLE
CUT
•
••
••
•• PROFESSIONAL STYLISTS
•
•

$9·95 .

: W ALMART CENTER
• 10661 E. COL. DR.

,i'·l t,lt,B

':;:; It•'~

. .:. . .:.

1°'\ , ;'

APPT. OR WALK IN :

282-1754 •

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
..... ........ :........... · . ......:. :. ·l@.Sl
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OHWHATFUN ,
IT IS TO RUN.
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.U.C.F. PEGATHON
November 2 at 9 A.M.
at Lake Claire

(

Call 1-800-854-1234

for your FREE

700 MULTI-TRACK
All entrants of 5K Run/\Valk arc eligible for post-race
drawings for merchandise prizes including Grand
Prize drawing for a Trek 700 Hybrid bicycle donated
by Bike Works. This value-packed fitness bike is
driven by Shimano lOOGS giving it smooth and
comfortable operation, so all you need to think
about is enjoying the ride.

,J?s-Jq?6

111BIKE WORKS

9100 E. Colonial in Orlando at Beltway

j

30th Anniversary
Official Spring
·•, Break 1992 Guide!

•j

Convention & Yis1lor's l3ure,1u

r.o

Box910

D.iyton;i Ue.ich, FL :m 15

;Z:
-

.

(
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Fl.AG FOOTBALL
FROM PAGE 16
The Fraternity Division saw Lambda Chi I in an
important and exciting game against Sigma Chi I (42). LambdaChi'sChadDeckerandSigmaChi'sSteve
Hogan traded touchdown passes in the first half, but
Sigma Chi stole the momentum on a Matt DiMant
interception in the second. From there, Hogan threw
two touchdown passes to Rich Walls to end Lambda
Chi's undefeated record (4-1-1), 20-6 .
Kappa Alpha Psi (3-2-1) improved its record against
SAE I (2-3-1), 19-14. Michael Harris came through
again for the "Nupes" by throwing three touchdown
passes in the first half along with an interception .

ATO I (1-4-1) posted its first win in the Fraternity
Division by jumping Sig Ep I (3-3), 21-7. ATO's
Chuck Colombo put the team ahead early with two
touchdown passes in the first half and added another
one in the second half. Both Sig Ep and Kappa Alpha
Psi will meet Thursday to try and grab third place in
the division.
The Independents and the Sororities went headto-head again in the Women's league over the week.
Delta Gamma (3-1, 5-1 overall) got the best of Don't
Break My Nail (2-2, 3-3), 21-:0 when DG quarterback
Erin Klapper propelled the team's running game by
scoring two touchdown runs while throwing a touchdown pass to Chri~tine Maxner. Debbie Leicht also
scored a safety on defense.

"I think they just build confidence during each
game," said DG coach Kevin Straub. ''This-is a pretty
good football team for a bunch of girls."
In other news, the FCA Ladies scored an upset
victory against Kappa Delta, 7-0, when FCA's Christine LeBlanc scored the lone touchdown on a pass
from Sherry Gray.
BAD had an easy time as they blanked Pi Phi, 420. BAD quarterback Tracy Little threw the knockout
punches early as she ran in two touchdowns while
throwing two touchdown passes. .Jonna Maynard
stopped the opposition on defense by grabbing two
interceptions.
-"Our record is just numbers," said BAD captain
Yvette Johnson, "but we're doing pretty well this

SOCCER

·-

FROM PAGE 16

•
•

•
•

15

Alm:'s long distance savings plan can take you to this location.

of easy shots on goal that
missed their mark .
Overall, Barker blamed the
"off-game" performance on the
recent road trip to North Carolina and felt that the team
needed a weekend off.
·"We were never in danger of
losing the game," Barker
added, "but we've just been
through a very long stretch
right now."
The Lady Knights will wrap
up their regulaT season Saturday with a home game against
the Lady Irish of Notre Dame.

EAGLES

•

FROM PAGE 16

~- AT&T

has always helped college students call the places they want to call. In fuct, one of our

•
savings plans for off-campus students, the SelectSaversM Pl.an, lets you direct-dial the one out-of-state area code

•

•

you call most often. For just $1.90 a month, and 12 cents a minute, evenings, nights and weekends. 20 cents

•
a minute,

weekdays~ 0

And now AT&T can take you to another place you've always wanted to go. Just

•
•

enter the AT&T "It Can Happen to Me" Sweepstakes. You could win a trip for you and a guest to any U.S. and any

•
European rock concert. All you have to do is fill out the coupon below. 0 So let us help you choose the

•

savings plan thats right for you. And then try your luck at our Sweepstakes. Both will be music to your ears.

•
To sign up for an AT&T savings plan for off-campus students, call
1800 654-0471, Ext. 7457. To enter the AT&T "It Can Happen to Me"
Sweepstakes, fill out the coupon below.

AT&T

•includes continental U.S., Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands. Savings based on calls over 56 miles. Actual savings potential
depends on subscriber calling patterns. Processing fee of $2.00 applies: Day rates apply from 8 am to 5 pm.
©1991 AT&T

OFFIOAL RULES-NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

•

1. To 111Wer, handprint your name. address. phone number and zip code on an official entry form or a plain piece of paper.
Official entry lorms can be found in the October 31st, 1991 issue of Roi/Ing Stone, the October 18th, 1991 issue of
Entettainment Weekly. the November 1991 issue of US magazine, the November/December 1991 Issue of U. The National
Co/Jege Newspaper and the Fall issue of Directory of ClatSes. You may enter as often as you wish, but each entry must be
mailed separalely to: AT&T "IT CAN HAPPEN 10 ME" SWEEPSTAKES, P.O. Box 4870, Grand Central Station, New York, NY
10163. All entries must be A>Geived by December 30, 1991.
2. ....._.. w81 b e - . . . in•,.""°"' d....,. from •mon11 •II --.D,...119 will be
~on

•

..

or·- .i.mmrr 15.1992 br . . _.....-.-.11)
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3. Sweepstal<es open to residents of lhe U.S. 18 years ol age or older, except employees and their families ol AT&T. its
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and, in all likelihood, let their
remaining NCAA I-AA playoff
hopes slip away as well.
"I don't think we would have
any prayer with four losses,"
McDowell said. '·'I don't think
there were any 7-4 teams in the
-playoffs last year."
The defeat marred a milestone performance by Knights'
running back Willie English,
who crossed the century mark
for the seventh time this season
with 120 yards on 30 carries.
The junior from Avon Park
has rambled for 1,030yards this
season and, with three games
left to play , will probably break
the school record ofl ,269 yards
set last season by Mark Giacone.
"The record's great," English
said, ''but I would rather have
,won the game; I could've waited
to get 1,000 yards."
English's disappointment
.was shared by his teammates .
''This is the most disappointing game of my career," said
linebacking standout Bob
Spitulski. ''This is my senit,
year and I don't have a chan
to play these guys again."
With the Knights now out of
the playoff picture, where do
McDowell and company get
their inspiration for three more
games?
''That shouldn't be a problem
for a competitor," McDowell
said. ''We've got three tough
games left to set the stage for
having a great team next year.
"Our focus is not on next year;
our focus is on getting the stage
set for next year."
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Geoigia Southern sends UCF

(

Knights lose fourth quarter lead to Georgia Southern
as Efford bre.aks through for 20 yard touchdown run
by Dave Meadows

.

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
'

Willie English continues to roll de$pite UCF offensive
woes. English ran for 120 yards. (Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE)

1a minutes of terror
in Statesboro

Georgia S~uthern continued its mastery of
the UCF Fighting Knights with a 20-6 comefrom-behind victory Saturday afternoon before
19,063 fans at Allen E. Paulson Stadium in
Statesboro, Georgia.
The Eagles scored 17 fourth-quarter points enroute to their ninth consecutive triumph over the
Knights and their 10th in 11 meetings between
the two schools.
GSU running back Lester Efford led the way
for the NCAA Division I-AA defending champions, gaining 142 yards on 24 carries, including a
20-yard touchdown romp in the fourth quarter
that gave the Eagles the lead.
"Lester did a fine job," said Eagles' Coach Tirri
Stowers. "He just had a nose for the end.zone on
that touchdown run."
Punt returner Rodney Oglesby tacked the quarterback Darrin Hinshaw, who missed two
final nail in the Knights' coffin with a 51-yard games with a shoulder separation. The freshman
return for a touchdown with 7:02 remaining to signal caller completed just six of21 passes for 86
ice the game.
yards and was intercepted twice.
'We still had a chance to win it until that punt
Hinshaw was replaced by Ron Johnson in the
return," said UCF Coach Gene McDowell. "Our fourth quarter, but the seniorfrom St. Petersburg
punt coverage was not good and that's what gave ' Beach didn't fare much better, completing only
the final score to them."
one pass in five attempts for just .three yards.
For the second consecutive game, the UCF
"I'd said all along last week that if we couldn't
offense was denied access to the endzone; the throw the ball, we'd lose the game," McDowell
Knights were limited to just a pair of field goals said. 'We didn't make the big plays when we had
by Franco Grilla, who hit from 18 and 25 yards, to.
respectively.
'We had plenty of opportunities to win the
"I'm really proud of the defense for not letting game in the fourth quarter, but we let those
them in the end.zone," Stowers said. "I thought opportunities slip away."
we did a much better job in the second half in
McDowell and compar1yfell to 4-4 with the loss
striking out on defense."
EAGLES continued page 15
The Eagles' defense spoiled the return of

·Women's soccer team
rankles Radford, 3-1
by Harris Ahmed
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Lady Knights' soccer
squad successfully shook offthe
effects of a painful road loss to
North Carolina with a muchneeded home win against
Radford, 3-1 to improve their
record to 9-4-1.
Junior forward Julie
Tombragel scored a goal on a
Kelly Kochevar assist early in
the first half, while Kochevar
scored two more goals in the
cond half of the game.
dford's lone goal came 11
conds after Kochevar's first
one in the second half.

l

<

The Lady Knights' defense
complimented the scoring aspect of the matchup as wen,
holding Radford to only four
shots on goal.
Although the team .played
up to par as they always have
at St. Clair Field, Coach Bill
Barker said the performance
on the field wasn't exactly
what he had in mind.
- ''The final score should've
been eight or nine to nothing,"
Barker said. After the game,
Barker focused on the lack of
intensity the team had
throughout the game and a lot

(

<

UCF's Tiffany Schreiner (left) hits the turf of Lake Clair field in the Lady Knight's
3-1 victory over Radford last Thursday afternoon. (Charles K. Morrow1FUTURE)
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Magic Ticket Giveaway

IntJ;amural ·flag football season brings
Beckton and·Balasis back to UCF ball
by Harris Ahmed
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Week six ofthe Flag Football season
' here at UCF found "big green" singing
the ''blues" in the Fraternity division,
no contest in the independents and the
best teams in the Women's league going toe to toe for playoff position in
post-season.
In last Monday's "A" league game,
featuring Air Assault (6-0, 7-0) against
PIKE I (4-2, 4-3), what looked like a big
matchup between two persistent passing attacks ended up looking like a
Florida State homecoming game in favor of Air Assualt, 26-2.

Ted Coltraine picked up two touchdown passes in the first half, while Pat
McRae and Sean Beckton came away
with an interception and a touchdown
reception.
'We were really expecting a little
more competition from . them," said
Assault lineman Perry Balasis.
In Pegasus B news, division leader
AW.A (6-0) easily drop-kicked Kappa
Sigma, 28-7, while the 0-Town Phillys
(5-1) hammered ACACIA (3-3), 27-14.
Phillys quarterback Tim Bruehl took
the tempo into overdrive as he hit Kevin
Bond for two touchdown passes, ran
another one in, and stole an interception on defense. Jose Medilon also

Game Stats page 14
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checked in with a touchdown run.
In the Knight division, PIKE II slid
by Lambda Chi II, 14-13. Lambda
Chi's Scott Bennett hit Ray Sanchez
and Doug Matthews for touchdown
passes, while PIKE's John Doran
evened it up with two touchtlown
passes, but it was PIKE's extra point
attempt that made the difference in
the con test.
Milwaukee's Best and K-VASA are
still locked for first place in the Gemini
Division with 5-0 records after Milwaukee eased by Delta Tau Delta, 300, while K-VASA made it past The
Sequel, 13-6.
FLAG FOOTBALL continued page 15
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